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MARCH IN WASH. D.C.
FEB. 18
FIGHT DON'T STARVE

The National Fight Back Organization calls on all working people, employed and unemployed, to march in Washington D.C. to demand JOBS OR INCOME NOW!

"If we want jobs then we've got to fight for them," said one worker waiting in a Chicago unemployment office. His statement reflects the view of thousands of unemployed.

With unemployment reaching new highs, especially among minorities, more and more people are demanding change and fighting to get it. From the streets of New York, to the coal fields of West Virginia to the barrios of East Los Angeles, a wave of resistance is growing against the worsening conditions of unemployment. The people are demanding jobs!

Working people's history shows that organized and militant struggle is what will win jobs from the government. During the Depression of the 30's, millions of people hit the streets to win unemployment compensation and jobs programs. Our fight for jobs is not a new one. Today's situation demands the same response.

We are marching to D.C. because we have no choice. Its fight or starve. We can't sit back while big companies are making profits in the billions and Youngstown Steel in Ohio lays off 5,000 workers. We can't sit back while Carter spends billions on the military and workers are being cut off benefits without a job.

The top trade union leaders like George Meany also leave us no choice but to march. They are sold out to the bosses lock, stock, and barrel. These misleaders have refused to fight layoffs, speedups and plant closings. Rather, they attack rank and file workers who are trying to beat back attacks on the job. Instead of blaming government and big business, they are blaming foreign born workers for high unemployment.

Thousands, like these unemployed people outside a GM plant in Pontiac, Mich., are lining up for jobs, but there are none to be found. General Motors, meanwhile, made $1 billion in the first quarter of 1977. We cannot allow this to continue!

BUILD UNITY AMONG ALL NATIONALITIES

Today the favorite weapon of the bosses to stop the fight for jobs is "divide and conquer." In places like Marquette Park, Chicago, white workers are being told to oppose Black people's right to a decent education for their children. But unemployment in Marquette Park is 9%. The nearby U.S. Steel plant is threatening to shut down, throwing both Black and white workers into the street.

White workers shouldn't be marching against Black workers' right to a decent education for their children. Workers of all nationalities must unite together to fight against discrimination and segregation, as well as for jobs. The fight for jobs can only be successful when it is built with unity among all nationalities.

ON TO WASHINGTON

The National Fight Back Organization pledges never to rest as long as there is unemployment and oppression suffered by the many for the benefit of the few. If you need a job, want an end to cutbacks, don't want to freeze this winter, or demand equality, then you must join us on February 18 in Washington D.C. when we tell the government, WE DEMAND OUR RIGHTS! Fight or Starve—its our only choice.

JOBS OR INCOME NOW!
ON TO WASHINGTON!
ALL OUT FOR FEBRUARY 18!